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Purpose
This report is prepared in fulfillment of Proviso P1 under Section 70, District Court Mental lllness and Drug
Dependency, of King County Ordinance 18835, adopting the 201-9-2020 Biennial Budget. lt is organized
according to the three specific sections (4, B, C) called for in the Proviso.

A)

"A description of the community court operations at each location, including a description of in-kind or
other support provided by the city and other organizations in which each community court is located."

two community courts, and associated community
resource centers, in conjunction with our partners at the Cities of Redmond and Burien and with the support
of other public agencies, non-profits and local businesses. Both courts are well-established and are accepting
and graduating participants (Redmond launched April 2018; Burien launched February 2019).

As of July 30,2019, King County District Court is operating

The community resource centers are open to everyone in the community (not just community court
participants), and provide easy access to a wide range of essential services, including healthcare/insurance,
education, job training, behavioral health, housing, substance use disorder treatment, etc. ln total, the
Redmond and Burien Community Resource Centers have served nearly 4,000 King County residents.

Locotion
By cîties
Redmond

. C¡ty of Redmond:
Security for community
court provided by
Redmond police officers

Burien

o City of Burien:
- Space for community
court and community
resource center in the
Burien Community
Center

- Security for
community court

In-kind or other support
other orgonizations
¡ KinB County Library System: Space for community court and
community resource center in the Redmond Library
o 32 service providers: Have served 3,600+ people in the
community resource center at tables staffed by their experts
o Sodexo: Lunches for community court part¡cipants
. Open Kitchen at Redmond United Methodist Church:
Lunches for community court participants
o QFC: Cupcakes for community court graduates
¡ Community members: 600+ volunteer hours assisting visitors
resource center
in the communi court and the commun
¡ 42 service providers: Have served 369+ people in the
community resource center at tables staffed by their experts
o Conscious Eatery: Lunches for community court participants
o Highline Food Bank: Emergency food for community
members
¡ Safeway: Cupcakes for community court graduates
¡ Starbucks: Coffee and related supplies for community
resource center artici nts
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o Community members: 532+ volunteer hours assisting visitors
in the comm
court and the commun resource center

provided by Burien
police officers

B)

"For each community court location in 2019, the number of participants as of July 30,20t9, and the
number of participants who have graduated, been removed or are still participating as of July 30,2OL9."
Løunch

Court

Redmond

Burien

Totols from launch døte through luly 30, 2079
Pdrticipants still
Removals
Grdduates
tn

date

PartÍcipants

Apr.
2018

r29

65

7

55

Feb.

15

7

2

t2

2019
Beyond the raw numbers of people served, we know that community court is helping people improve their
lives. Here are several representative testimonials from anonymous surveys we ask each graduate to
complete, and from TV interviews of community court graduates:
a

"My experience here has saved my life. Not only am I off the drugs and staying clean by taking the
healthy steps to live life clean, I also have been able to get myself back in a healthy structured living
situation. lam so blessed to have the honorto be a part of this program."

a

"l am so glad I ended up in this program. lt was really great getting encouragement every week
checking in and feeling like everyone here really cared how I was doing. I feel like things are much
better than they were, and the changes I made in my life will stay this time."

a

"lf you look at the traditional court system, it's just judgment and sentence. Here they actually want
you to succeed and help you do better with your life, so you don't make the same mistakes."

a

"This is such a positive program and it really helped. lt was good to have to be accountable each
week to a judge, and to work with folks who were encouraging and caring."

a

"l really loved the resource center, and l'm really happy they had that. Those people at the
community court will tell you to go to that one table to talk to them and get you the help you need."

expansion in2O2O, including the number of additional community courts, potential
locations and information on the in-kind or other support that would be provided by the cities or other
organizations in which the additional community courts would be located."

C) "A plan for potential

Based on an evaluation of demographics and a vision of providing access to community courts and community
resource centers to all residents of King County, King County District Court is working with city partners to have

three additional community cou rts operating in 2020:
Location
Shoreline

In-kind support

Target
launch ddte
Dec.

2019

-

Location for community court and
resource center
2

Sføtus

lmplementation actively underway to
Decision on
launch
meet ta

Auburn

Jul

-

Security for community court

-

Location for community court and
resource center
Security for community court
Location for community court and
resource center
Security for community court

2020

Bellevue

Dec.

-

2020

-

location and time/day of week for court
d
end of month; Secu
pending
phase
funding
in
the
Planning
Q2 Omnibus

District court and City of Bellevue in
discussions

ln addition to opening new community courts, King County District Court is working to expand the types of
cases that are referred to community court - in order to benefit a wider range of people within the criminal
justice system. Of note:
a

An agreement with the King County Prosecuting Attorney's Office (PAO) will allow state cases to be filed
into Redmond. Additional mainstream cases can be referred to Community County in Burien in lieu of
sanctions, including jail time. This action may include driving cases.

a

Eligible expedited felony Violation of Uniform Controlled Substances Act (VUCSA) cases will be referred to
Community Courts in Redmond and Burien by the end of 2019. lf persons are compliant with the court
contract, their case can be dismissed.
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Community Court and Resource Center in Redmond Washington
Mission Statement, Goals and Principlesl

Mission:
To use public resources more productively in reducing crime through service provision and
increased community engagement and connection.
Vision:
The King County Community Court in Redmond seeks to go beyond punitive actions to identify and
address the underlying challenges of Court participants that may contribute to further criminal
activity.
Guiding Principles:
King County Community Courts believe that many who interact with the justice system are influenced
by social environments that facilitate criminal behavior. Giving defendants access to services and
assisting them in connecting with providers is a more effective means ol reducing crime then
traditional approaches to criminal justice. By addressing these life situations and treating
participants in ways that promote accountability and belonging, we aim to better reduce recidivism
and ultimately save sociaì and financial capital within our communities.

INTRODUCTION & BACKGROUND
Although Washington is by no means a national leader in mass incarceration, the state's rate of
detainment - 482 people per 100,000 residentsz - remains higher than most other countries in the
world. This is not an isplated phenomenon, but instead parallels social and political changes
throughout the country. Although the US has experienced an overall state of economic growth in the
last thirty years, national poverty rates remain high.a Tellingìy, incarceration rates have
correspondingìy risen by more than 300%, illuminating a clear relationship between poverty and
criminal behavior.+ Irrespective of the type of crime committed, the U.S. justice system continuously
relies on incarceration as the "single blunt instrument in their toolbox" - irrespective of any
indication of its rehabilitative efficacy.s
In Washington State, 65.90/o of men and 53.6% of women detained have a criminal history containing
a prior felony. Recidivism rates for those who have previously interacted with the criminal justice

system have formed what is commonly known of as a revolving door, trapping people in
circumstances similar to those that facilitated criminal behavior in the first place.6 This experience is
not reserved for those behind bars. Due to the restrictions associated with criminal records, the cost
of interacting with the justice system, and the economic and emotional toll of losing a primary
caretaker - families that have interacted with the criminal justice system are also confined to a cycle
of lagging opportunity and resources.s,T
Community-led courts have emerged as a way of redirecting low-risk, high-need defendants away
from the traditional court system and towards the systems and resources they need to avoid criminal
behavior. By addressing the underlying determinants of crime, studies have found that adult
misdemeanor offenders processed at Community Courts (CCs) were significantly less likely to
recidivate than those processed traditionalìy.a,e
This report documents King County District Court's (KCDC) process, efforts, and recommendations
around the development of the Redmond Community Court (CC), with the goal of facilitating the
continued development of CCs throughout King County and contracted cities, The first section of this
report focuses on the context of the program, illuminating the state of criminal justice in King County
and providing a working definition and explanation for CCs. The next section, titled "Gathering
Information" focuses on the logistical development of the courts and the decision-making around
location. Finally, "Next Steps" will offer feasible future steps for the expansion of the community court
system throughout the county and beyond.

Context
King County: King County is the largest county in Washington State with a population of over two
million people. It encompasses 39 cities and in many ways constitutes a great place to live'ro
Compared to the rest of the country, King County residents have increased rates of highly educated
and healthy adults, a more diverse and global community, reduced unemployment rates, higher life
expectancy, and high household incomes.ll However, with the unprecedented growth facilitating

these statistics, many have been left behind. Communities within King County struggle with "on time
graduation rates, unemployment, poverty, poor access to health-care, and lower life expectancy."rr ¡¡
is well documented that these interlocking systems of oppression correlate with increased

interaction with the criminal justice system.4,l2

King County Court System: As of March 20\9,79,361 people are being confined in Washington
State,ls many of which reside in King County. The County has both a Superior Court and a District
Courtwhich contracts with 12 of King County's 39 cities to provide legal'services at the municipal
level. The other 27 cities have their own separate municipal courts, meaning that citizens of our
county can have multiple cases, criminal and/or civil, filed and processed in multiple courts, with
different prosecutors and public defenders in each jurisdiction.
To address this complicated judicial landscape and its correspondingly extensive criminal justice
concerns, King County has begun to focus on systems strengthening and simplification. In 2014 the
Familiar Faces initiative was launched to target repeat-offenders with mental health and/or
substance use conditions in providing wrap-around care and access to substance use treatment,
housing, transportation, and other social services.la

ln20L7, King Countywas awarded a grant to plan two

CCs

within the King County District Court

system. To undertake this effort, the team spent significant time gathering information from a broad
range of stakeholders about how communityled justice could be operationalized in King County's
district court system before launching the pilot court in Redmond, Washington. Information was
gathered through:

r
.
.

Stakeholder meetings with city/state/criminal justice officials
Crime and demographic data collection
Site visits to Spokane Community Court by members of the project team

to establish CC programs at two different locations, based on the behavioral court
provide
services and supervision for high-need/low-risk individuals thathave encountered
model, to
the criminal justice system. KCDC chose the City of Redmond and the City of Burien for the first two
courts. The Community Court and Resource Center in Redmond opened in April 201B and in Burien
KCDC proposed

in February 2019. KCDC has solicited additional funding from the King

County Council for
plan
for 2-3 more courts
winter
2019
and
fall/early
implementation of a court in Shoreline to open in
to open by 2020, most likely in Auburn and Bellevue. The focus of this concept paper is on the
Redmond Court.

Community Court Model: Community Courts differ most from traditional courts in that they
address the underlying problems contributing to the likelihood of engaging in further criminal
activity.B CCs target individuals who have committed misdemeanors that are often related to their
life circumstances, such as homelessness, addiction or mental illness and apply a problem solving
approach emphasizing community partnership and collaboration.

The basic premise of the community court model is implied within its name, that it not be an outside
actor on, but an integral part of the community. By focusing on community collaboration paired with
defendant accountability and access to services, CCs seek to move beyond addressing individuated

behavioral problems, to a broader focus on the racial-, structural-, and socioeconomic-drivers of
crime.15 This model, in conjunction with service provision, relies on community service as a way to
be accountable to the community that has been harmed.
While behavioral heatth services and other social services are relatively available in the Seattle urban
core, such services and diversion opportunities are similarly needed yet less accessible in other parts
of the county. By developing CCs in collaboration with outlying cities, KCDC expects to improve courtbased diversion outcomes and strengthen housing and social service options throughout the county.
As per CCI recommendations, distinguishing characteristics of the community court model are

1l

Individualized iustice - Through detailed assessment of defendant needs, the court offers
form of individually-tailored justice, appropriate for each person's specific situation.re

2)

Expanded sentencing options - CCs allow judge's discretion through a diversity of
sentencing options, enabling the court to effectively link defendants to individualized
services in the community (e.g. SUH treatmen! mental health counseling, housing, job skills,

a

education, etc.).17

3]

Varying mandate length - Sentencing lengths vary based on the needs of the defendant.

4)

Offender accountability - AII sanctions and services are rigorously monitored to encourage
individual responsibility and accountability.

5)

Community engagement - Processes are established through which the community can be
involved both in decision-making and in the development of indicators of success.

The effectiveness of these principles and practices has been well documented. A survey of

CCs

from

around the country reviewed that interaction with community courts commonly manifests in
significant reductions in jail sentences and days from case filing to disposition, and increases in
community service compliance.rs Economically, CCs exhibit significant reductions in criminal justice
spending. For exampìe in Manhattan the introduction of community-led justice amounted to an
estimated savings of 51,270,000-$1,418,000 annually from system cost savings and community
service value.le

GATHERING INFORMATION

Creating Project Team:

April of 2016 KCDC Chief Presiding f udge, Donna Tucker and Chief Administrative Officer
Othniel Palomino attended the Community fustice Summit in Chicago where they began
In

exploring the implementation of CCs around the country, including less than 300 miles East
in Spokane, Washington, The following month, Chief Administrative 0fficer Palomino led the
District Court Management Team on a trip to Spokane to learn about their efforts and assess
aspects that could be useful in developing similar courts in King County.
fudge Tucker, in partnership with the Behavioral Health and. Recovery Division [BHRDJ of
the Department of Community and Human Services IDCHS] of King County co-wrote an
extensive and robust proposal for funding through the Mental lllness and Drug Dependency
(MIDDJ to support the implementation of a CC in South King County. Though the proposal
was not accepted by the MIDD Oversight Committee, County leadership allocated $100,000
to be used to planning two courts,
fudge Tucker contacted CCI in the Fall of 201,6 to inquire about assistance in planningand
implementation. CCI agreed to provide no-cost technical assistance to KCDC for the planning
of a CC from f anuary - September 2077.

In the summer o12017 King County created the position of Community Court Planner to
assist in the development of the two pilot sites funded through council earlier in the year.
Multiple applicants were reviewed and interviewed, but the position became an augmented
promotion in August 201-7 lor the current Therapeutic Court Manager, Callista Welbaum,
who had been assisting with the development of the CCs,
Choosine Location:

with court demographers, conducted a needs assessment utilizing community
demographics, crime and court data. With this information, the team was able to define
which cities in King County would be logistically feasible for the implementation of the first
pilot court. Locations were chosen from the cities in which KCDC currently contracts with to
provide legal services at the municipal level: Redmond, Burien, Bellevue, Shoreline, and
KCDC, along

Auburn.
Starting in Spring 201"7, KCDC invited interested stakeholders from different jurisdictions to
visit Spokane's CC and learn about what KCDC was envisioning to build, Six separate trips
occurred in fune and fuly during which judges, law enforcement, prosecution, defense, and
city/county leadership were invited to participate, In the end, representatives from King

County and the cities of Beìlevue, Redmond, Burien, Auburn and Shoreline, visited Spokane's
cc.

Redmond: The work Redmond had already completed around community engagement
made it a natural location for the pilot court, The city had completed a comprehensive
homelessness task force in 2017 [see below) during which they inadvertently completed
much of the CCI recommended groundwork [i,e, community engagement, stakeholder
assessment, resource center development). The task force illuminated challenges that the
city faced due to deepening poverty, increased homelessness, and a lack of adequate care for
those with addiction and mental health issues. Therefore, community court was a natural
extension of the approach already being taken to identify and address the root causes of
crime.

Redmond staff were actively working in partnership with the Redmond Library to make
critical services more available to the populations most in need. Known at the Next Steps
Resource Center, this space operated two days a week connecting people with appropriate
organizations and service providers throughout the city.

Task Force on Homelessness
March of 2015, the City of Redmond hosted an open meeting in response to increased public
concern about the issue of homelessness. Over one hundred people participated, sharing
their questions and concerns about the increasing visibility of the issue. From this meeting,
the Task Force developed as a means of addressing the needs to both the community and
those experiencing homelessness. The task force met from April 2015 through August 2015,
producing a final report with significant recommendations centered around how the city could
best support individuals in accessing the resources needed them get on the path to housing.
To view the final report, go to: www.redmond.gov/homelessness

Although conversations concerning Redmond's interest in hosting the pilot court began
early, the fiscal decision to launch KCCCR corresponded with receiving implementation
funds from MIDD in November 2077.

Engaging Community

Community justice is predicated on the belief that in order to solve local problems, local
voices and perspectives are necessary. This means that visible community engagement is
crucial to identifying issues and crafting sustainable solutions. In Redmond, the bulk of that
work had been completed in advance by way of the 2017 Homelessness Task Force.

In Redmond stakeholder identification and engagement was streamlined by the related
work that had been completed. Typically, as part of the need's assessment process, the
project team would conduct a series of interviews with stakeholders, For example in Burien,
the site of the second CC, interviews were conducted to solicit feedback on public safety
concerns, jurisdictional/community context, and the concept of community-led justice.20
Through the Task Force, Redmond had aìready built relationships with critical partners such
as businesses, and community-members, both housed and unhoused. This enabled court
staff to launch the pilot court six months post preliminary discussions began; however, such
a timeline is a situational anomaly.
KCCCR GOALS
Traditionally, a formal needs assessment
process is warranted to engage k"y Enhance the quality of life in Redmond
stakeholders in conversations around through expeditious and targeted
offenses
specific problems, opportunities for processlng of select misdemeanor jail
and
in order to reduce overreliance on
change, and innovative strategies to probation serv¡ces and shorten the length
improve safety. These may include of time that members of the target
stakeholder interviews, focus groups, population are court-involved.
community forums, community surveys,
and typically end with the delivery of a tmprove participants' lives and
accountability by linking participants with
final needs assessment report.2o
needed social services (i.e. substance
abuse counseling, mental health services,
Before launching the pilot court in April job skills training)and requ¡ring completion
201,8, court staff hosted an open house community services of res.torative justice
which served as an open forum programs

opportunity, officially introducing the
court to the community of Redmond.
People were invited to ask questions,
submit feedback, and offer criticism,

Developing Steering Teams

Forge and strengthen collaboration across
interagency departments and comm u nity
non-profit organizations to solve Redmond
area crime and homelessness problems

Beginning in December and continuing monthly, the CC Team began steering committee
meetings including key stakeholders such as; Redmond library leadership, city leadership,
court leadership, communications stafl municipal/state prosecution, municipal/state
defense, law enforcement, and social service leadership. The team actively sought
representatives of local businesses, but in the end none participated. All meetings were
facilitated by the Court Manager, Callista Welbaum.

MEASURING SUCCESS

In

REDMOND
COMMUNITY
COURT
PARTICIPANTS
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SERV¡CE
hours of volunteering
and other forms of

community service
have been completed

in Redmond

GRADUATIONS

çw

CENTER VISITS

,.::,iWffi

of participants, participation in

CC,

KCCCR collects detailed records of
participant demograPhics and
histories related to their cases as well
as any information deemed
instructional for system improvement.
A list of data solicited can be

summarized as follows:

COMMUNITY

partic¡pants hâve
cornpleted the program
and had associated
criminal chargcs
dismisscd

public safety through reduced criminal
involvement and connection to
community, In Redmond indicators
include improved health and wellness

community connectivity/engagement,
and jail diversion.

stNcE lTs LAUNCH|

defendants have
diverted from the
tradit¡onãl criminal
docket into a lternative
scntcncing optiong

community court, imPact and
success are defined as increases in

total visits, an average
of 53 per u¡eek, have
becn paid to 15-20

providers at the
Resource Center

CHANGE THE FACE OF JUSTICE
Learn Morel Visit wi¡¡w.kcls.org/redmond
call us at 425-885-'1861

Improved health and wellness of
participants: Tracking of indicators
related to housing, financial stability,
employment, health (behavioral and
physical) and connections to services.
Participation in Communit]¡ Court:
Tracking the percentage of people
referred to community court and the
percentage of people who complete the
program.

Community Connection/Engagement:
Tracking of services provided to
participants, hours of communitY
service compìeted, and the number of
involved
agencies/p artnerships/volunteers.
Jail Diversion: Tracking bookings and
days of incarceration as well as time
between booking and program
completion.

PROGRAM ELEMENTS
Location & Hours of Operation

from 1":30-3:3Opm with pre-court meetings taking place
directly before. The Court is located within the Redmond Regional Library at 1"5990 NE Bsth
KCCCR operates every Wednesday

St, Redmond, WA 98052.

Staffins and Roles

Community Court involves a team of court, prosecution, police, public defense and social
service professionals dedicated to collaborating on cases to reach practical and targeted
solutions. At KCCCR, the Redmond Regional Library and associated volunteers are
considered critical components of that team,
Team members are charged with the education of peer professionals around the program
and with developing community linkages that enhance the effectiveness of the program. In
creating this partnership, King County is committed to enhancing communication between
the courts, law enforcement and social service agencies. Through this linkage of services,
King County expects wider participation and greater effectiveness in addressing the
problems of individuals involved in the criminal justice system, as well as those in the wider

community.

is responsible for the provision of a judge to preside over KCCCR. The
Community Court Presiding fudge [CCP]) is responsible for adhering to CC Rules, Policies
and Procedures as well as all revisions to the rules. This position presides over court

fudge:

KCDC

proceedings and monitors appropriate applications of mandates, sanctions, and incentives,
while maintaining the integrity of the court.

In keeping with the tenets of all therapeutic courts, the CCPf is prepared and trained in
motivational interviewing, trauma informed care, and procedural/restorative justice
principles and applications. The CCPf wears many hats - several of which are outside of the
traditional precepts of being a "judge." This involves the incorporation of procedural justice
concepts, such as treating participants with dignity and respect; allowing participants to tell
their side of the story; demonstrating neutrality; thoroughly explaining courtroom
procedures and decision-making; and showing genuine interest in participants' success and
overall well-being. The CCPJ interacts with participants in an explicitly personal manner,
influenced by their knowledge of the unique challenges faced by the participants. The CCPJ

is prepared to note the progress and regress of the participant, offering a 4:L praise to
sanction ratio to support efforts made to achieve goals. If a participant is struggling, the
utilization of Motivational Interviewing [MI) techniques is invoked by the court to assist
them in refocusing their direction.
Court Clerk: The designated Court Clerk is responsible for the advanced dissemination of
the weekly calendar to all court staff, volunteers, police, and resource providers, allowing
them to prepare for staffing that occurs prior to court each week. The provisional docket text
is emailed to providers no later than24 hours prior to the commencement of CC [e'g. docket
to be sent out no later than Friday morning if court is held on Monday) to allow providers
ample time for preparation. The clerk is also responsible for arriving early on CC days to set
up the courtroom [computers, flags, microphones, calendar, etc,) and to put away/secure the
equipment at the end of court. The clerk also maintains an ongoing list of total community
service hours performed by participants, as they are the ones who file proof of completion.
The clerk will report total hours each month to the Court Coordinator, The clerk will assist
participants and other KCCCR team members as needed.

Court Coordinator: The Court Coordinator is responsible for compiling statistical data,
managing volunteer programs, managing the resource center, and soliciting community
support through education and linkages to enhance services available to all participants' The
Coordinator is generally responsible for the functioning and maintenance of the resource
center and its service providers. Additionally, the Coordinator recruits service providers and
community volunteers to aid in the functioning of court sessions and the resource center. As
well, they engage in activities that increase the commitment and affinity of service providers
and volunteers to the program. This includes being communicative and available, holding
appreciation events intermittently, and respecting partnership.

The Court Coordinator and Manager are jointly responsible for increasing community
awareness of CC through various forms of outreach [presentations, newsletters, attendance
at community meetings, press releases, etc.J. They serve as agency liaisons with the City of
Redmond, King County Public Library System, King County District Court, service providers,
and CCI.

Court Manager: The Court Manager is responsible for the researching of applying to, and
managing of grants relevant to CC. The organization, coordination, and oversight of the
Community Steering Teams is also the responsibility of the Coordinator. They contribute to
designing and implementing new initiatives, updated the Policy and Procedure Manual, and
develop Memoranda of Understanding among various partners, The Coordinator also helps
manage the multiagency representatives involved in the CC core team with the goal of

reducing conflicts, as well as managing the community advisory board and providing
support for policy formulation.
Prosecuting Attorney(s): The City and State Prosecutors office assign one or more specific
Prosecutor(s) to CC. That role is referred to as the Community Court Prosecutor [CCP)' The
CCP is responsible for reviewing cases charged to community court to determine eligibility
for participation and participating in
staffing of cases, They also interact with the
Court and Defense in a collaborative STIPUTÁTED ORDER OF CONTINUANCE
See Appendix A for example
manner to address disposition, revocation,
and application of sanctions and incentives
The Stipulated }rder ofCantinuance ISAC) is a form of
participant,
individualized sentencíng based on the context ofthe
as applies to the
The CCP utilizes the information about the
participant's risks and needs, collected by
an assessment, to address the root causes
of criminal behavior. This information is
communicated through the Stipulated
Order of Continuance [SOC), see side bar.
The CCP works with Public Defenders in
deciding the obligations of the proposed
SOC for each participant. Together they use
the knowledge gained by the assessment,
as weìl as their pre-existing knowledge of

the participant, to make an order with

appropriate service referrals

and
attends
The
CCP
community service hours.

crime and the o¡stions availablewíthin the community'
ln Redntonel, sentencing and diversion programs

range from contntunity-service to

continued

education. Most defendants receive short-term social
service or connruni\ service sqnctions ol 8-12 weeks,
with appropriate time fratnes of treatment for those
whose crimes involves substence use.

is the use ol commurtiqt
seruice as an essentiol component of diversion. CCs
hold firmly to the notion that. ¡:articipsnt who rtre

An important aspect of

CC

adversely affecting the qualiQt of life of a commwtiqt

should give back

ta the community by providirtg

community service. The court htts collaborsted with.
several local non-profit agencies to find enriching and

productive community service opportunities for
participants, Becquse the emphasis in CC ís upon
empowerment and prohlern solving, pctrtiøl credit for

pre-court meetings, during which
individual cases are discussed with court
staff and service providers. The CCP
provides their input as to how to
appropriately praise and sanction a

community service hours may be ¡¡ranted for

participant based on what the group knows
about the person and their compliance with
court orders.

more thsn one case.

all

attending meetings and cllsses that the judge deents
Iikely to encourage positive growth of participarts.

lf

a participant has multiple cqses beþre the CC, the
Court Team may utilize discret:ion and enter a S}C for

By addressing these core concerns, King County aims to connect the participant to services
and limit future interactions with the criminal justice system. The overarching theme of the
CCP is accountability in the form of jail alternatives and connections to service providers that
are co-located at the Redmond Regional Library.

The CCP attempts to release participants, pre- and post-adjudication, on their own
recognizance, The CCP actively conducts outreach with the community and with the
Redmond Police Department [RPD) to discuss the program. Additionally, the CCP works with
RPD and the greater community to identify problems occurring in the Redmond area that
can be addressed within the community court.
Public Defenders: Because community court deals with criminal matters, the accused's
Constitutional rights, including the right to trial, must be recognized and protected. No
person will appear before the court without the assistance of counsel. The Public Defender
fulfills this role of constitutional guardian by acting as a buffer between the accused and both
the Court and the Prosecutor. One or more Public Defender(s) are permanently assigned to
the court and are known as the Community Court Public Defender [CCPD). The CCPD
diligently reviews police reports and charging documents to ensure compliance with all
extant laws and the constitution
Depending on the nature of the case and associated beneficial opportunities that communityled justice provides, CCPDs advise their clients on whether to pursue community-led justice
or to keep their case in traditional court. When deciding to give such advice, the goal is to
identify a resolution that addresses the participant's challenges including any substance use
concerns, mental health issues and unemployment. However, the defense attorney's
constitutional and ethical duty is to represent their client. Thus, it might be the case that,

despite the client's challenges, the attorney will advise their client to exercise their
constitutional right to trial. If the client makes such an election, the case will be transferred
to a traditional criminal docket.
The CCPD also speaks with family and friends who appear in support of a participant. They
obtain or verify information that may assist in the disposition of the participant's case. They
play an important role in ensuring that just and proper resolutions of cases are efficiently
achieved. The assigned public defender will, however, interact with other team members in
a collaborative manner to address the needs of their client. This includes collaborating with
the CCP in creating new participants' SOCs after assessment has been completed, attending
all pre-court staffing meetings, and providing their input as to how to appropriately praise

or sanction a participant based on what the group knows about the person and their
compliance with court orders. CCPD also propose graduation dates when a participant has
completed their service provider connections and community service obligations described
in their SOC.

Private/Conflict Attorneys: Instead of being assigned a Public Defense Attorney, some
participants with private means will opt to hire their own attorneys, Private Attorneys

advocate for participants but operate externally to the CC structure. In addition to private
attorneys, the court is also served by conflict attornéys. Conflict attorneys are needed when
CCPDs are unable to provide legal representation due to personal or professional conflicts.
Conflict attorneys, like private attorneys, advocate for clients and operate externally to the
CC structure.

Redmond Regional Library: The Redmond branch of the King County Library System hosts
KCCCR. The library provides space for the Resource Center, Court Room, and three private
meeting spaces for assessments and other court needs. These spaces are specifically
reserved for KCCCR from noon to Spm each Wednesday.
The library and its volunteers facilitate the set up and tear down of the rooms used for court
and the resource center each week. Additionally, the library has been mostly responsible for
organizing the space and making signage, such as for participant navigation of the Resource
Center,

Redmond Police Departmenü The Redmond Police Department [RPD) serves as the
primary law enforcement agency for the city of Redmond, responding to calls for service,
investigating, and arresting individuals suspected of committing criminal offenses in the city.
RPD officers on the High Visibility Team, who primarily patrol on bicycles or on foot, are the
main officers operating in the community court. These officers are familiar with people who
might be appropriate for the program due to their needs and offenses. RPD officers are
responsible for the dissemination of information to other offices and potential or current CC
participants about the program. When appropriate, they also share information about
current participants with the court or service providers as part of case management efforts.

Library Courtroom. They set up a security area each week
with a designated line up area for security check and places for people's belongings. These
officers check those entering the courtroom for items that are prohibited using a metal
detecting wand.
RPD also provides security at our

One of the underlying goals of CC is to change the tone and perception of the criminal justice

system. Often judges and police officers are perceived as uncaring agents by those who have
regular contact with law enforcement, At KCCCR, these officers not only screen individuals,
but use this time to compassionately connect with participants and show genuine regard for
them as valuable parts of the community.

Volunteers: KCCCR currently has volunteers in the following roles:
L Watching the belongings of participants while they are in the courtroom and
distributing free lunches [donated by Redmond public schoolJ to participants.

2.
3.

Greeting participants and the public at the Resource Center door whiÌe counting the
number of visitors and keeping track of what providers are in attendance.
Serving as navigators for participants in the resource room, escorting them to the
providers they have been ordered to check in with and advising them on community
service options.

The third role is of increased importance as it significantly improves the participant's
experience at KCCCR. Newly referred participants are oftentimes overwhelmed by the
process and can have difficulty adjusting to a community court model. To ease participants'
anxiety and uncertainty, volunteers dedicate their time to assisting participants in
connecting with providers and advise them upon community service options.
Resource Center: A Community Resource Center operates at the same time and place as the
community court calendar, The Center consists of community partners who provide a wide
array of services, including: mental health and substance use disorder assessments, housing
referral, public health services, free/reduced cost medical service referrals, local food banks,
shelter and emergency services information, worker retraining services, temporary work
referrals, continued education opportunities, referral services, library services, city of
Redmond Outreach Services, YWCA services, as well as dispute resolution and civil legal
assistance. The Community Resource Center is available to all members of the public in
addition to community court participants.
In the case that court participants are ordered as part of their SOC to connectwith specific
providers, the court asks for communication from said providers that this has been
completed and for any clinical/specialized recommendations. This informs the judge as to
whether the participant is in compliance with orders from week to week and what to expect
in subsequent weeks.

Court Participants: Eligibility for participation in community court is limited to individuals
who are charged with misdemeanor crimes within the city of Redmond and nearby
unincorporated areas of King County, and have no prior criminal sex related crimes, nor any
violent felony charges in the last 5 years. KCCCR does not hear driving violation cases.

Eligibility standards are verified by a review of police reports and criminal history by the
prosecuting attorney, further verified by PRINS 1 initial client assessment. Enrollment in CC
requires the consent ofthe accused, defense counsel, prosecutor and judge'

Redmond City prosecution and defense consider the appropriateness of all eligible cases for
community court. If eligible misdemeanor charges are filed when the defendant is in the
arraignment or pre-trial phase, the prosecution and defense discuss the possibility of a CC
referral. This discussion can happen off- or on-record. Since the CC fudge presides over CC
as well as the majority of Redmond City misdemeanor cases, the discussion of a defendant's

appropriateness or the possible benefits to him/her of community vs. mainstream court
happens at hearings in some cases. For cases originating in the State Court System, support
is

provided
to the
associated

judge

so

that they
can

make

Table 2
ELIGIBLE OFFENSES
Redmond Municipal Code Section 9.42.010
Redmond Municipal Code Section 9.31.430
Redmond Municipal Code Section 9.31 .440

Disorderly conduct
Possession of alcohol ín a park

Possession

in

a

to the delinquency of

a

of

intoxicating drugs

park

Redmond Municipal Code Section 9.10.020

Contributing
minor

Redmond Municipal Code Section 9.14.020
Redmond Municipal Code Section 9.38.020
Redmond Municipal Code Section 9.31.280
RCW 9.66.050
RCW 94.52.070
RÖw 9A.52.080
RCW 66.44.100

Possession of paraphernalia
Unlawful public exposure
Presence in parks during hours the park
is closed.
Deposit of unwholesome substance
Criminal trespass in the first degree
Criminal lrespass in the second degree

Opening or consuming liquor in public
spaces

RCW 66.44.270

RCW 9A.76.020

RCW9A.76.040
RCW 94.48.090
RCW 9A.36.041

RCW9A.

Furnishing liquor to minors, minors in
possession or consumption of liquor, or
public intoxication by minors
Obstructing a law enforcement officer
Resisting anest
Malicious mischief in the third degree
Assault in the fourth degree
Theft in third

A Note on Disability:
As an inclusive system, the presumption is neverto deny individuals with disabilities an
opportunity to give back. Instead, court staff make every effort to find ways for them to
contribute without jeopardizing their health and well-being. People with disabiìities are
provided with an SOC including alternative community selice options that may
ìnclude; enrollment ill education or job training programs, participation in skill-building
that offer needed resources
courses, and/or connection with local service

appropriate referrals. For eligible cases, the state creates their own stipulated order of
continuance. If it is deemed that a defendant may benefit from CC, and prosecution approves,
they are set on the calendar for the next session to observe.
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adjudicating eligible misdemeanor cases. The program is
voluntary but involves the accused person abdicating their right to trial in order to
participate. Prior to enrollment, if the defendant decides to forfeit their opportunity to
participate in CC, their case is transferred back to mainstream court, However once someone
has signed their Stipulated Order of Continuance, indicating that they have forfeited their
right to trial in interest of working within the community court system, their case will be
judged solely based on the associated police record,
KCCCR serves as a calendar court,

Pre-Court Meeting: Beginning at'1.2:45 and lasting for about 45 minutes, court staff gathers
to discuss the days calendar. Court staff take the opportunity to contextualize participants
and speak in support of their experience. This provides the judge with information necessary
for passing sound judgement, such as charges of Failure to Appear [FTA) and results of Urine
Analysis Reports (UA).
The judge finds out if participants are in compliance with their orders to visit providers or
engage in recommended treatment. In cases where the participant is not in compliance, there
is a discussion about what sanctions or motivations might be used to get the them back on
track, Providers can also report on compliance via email or phone to the court coordinator,
and they will report that information to the staff at the pre-court meeting.

An important aspect of the pre-court meeting is that it creates a space to talk through
background information and activities that would be harmful if on record. By keeping mental
health and substance use information within the context of this meeting, the court team
maintains discretion in sentencing and response while respecting participant's privacy.
Case Flow: Upon arriving to Redmond Library, participants are immediately greeted by
KCCCR volunteers who check their bags, These volunteers keep participant belongings safe
during court proceedings, and hand out free lunches afterwards for interested individuals'
After passing through a police screening, they enter the library courtroom and are seated in
a gallery facing court staff. At L:30pm the fudge begins calling names to survey those who
are in the room. Cases are stacked in such a way as to give early preference to those who
have demonstrated compliance with their individualized SOC. When their name is called,
participants move to the front of the room and sit next to the CCPD. The f udge will ask for an
update from both the participant and the attorney on progress being made towards the SOC.

It is important to note that not all persons in the crowd are participants. Many are famiìy
members, purposely invited into the space to support their loved ones. Other's may be
prospective participants on a court visit, observing whether community-led justice is a good
fit for their needs. If the answer is yes, defendants have the opportunity to speak with their

attorney and confirm their desire to participate. The next week they are invited back for a
need's assessment, also known as an intake assessment. This is completed by intake staff at
King County jails. The needs assessment results are then sent to the prosecution and defense
team and are are utilized in the creation of the SOC.

After the SOC is signed, participants are officially admitted into court and given a folder
including a provider list check off [see Appendix AJ, community service opportunities
[Appendix B), log sheets for meetings and community service [Appendix C and D), as well
as information on how continued education can service as community service hours
[Appendix E). When approved by the court, alternative community service options weigh as
equal to and not less than regular community service and recognition.

Compliance: Court staff monitor compliance with alternative sentences closely. If

a

defendant fails to report for service, the court determines whether there is reasonable cause
for their absence and if they are complying with the stipulations of their case, After repeated
engagement attempts, KCCCR will send a bench warrant effectively pausing the case. If the
participant continues not to meet their individual Stipulation of Continuity, their case will be
removed from the calendar and judgement on guiltiness will be passed based solely on the
police report.

Graduation: Our graduation, on the first Wednesday of each month, is an enthusiastic affair.
The local grocery store (QFCJ donates two dozen cupcakes and loved ones are invited to
celebrate, It is conducted in front of as many other participants as possible as an opportunity
to center success and create community.

When a participant is to graduate, the judge will discuss the benefits of the program, as well
as any criticism the participant may express. The participant receives verbal affirmation

from the prosecutor, defense, and judge as well as a certificate of completion signed by the
Court Team.

NEXT STEPS
The major goal of King County District Court is to expand the implementation of community
courts to all corners of the county. In February 201,9 the second court was launched in
Burien. A third is being planned for Shoreline to launch in fall/early winter of 20L9. King
County would like to see 2-3 additional courts launched in2020 and are considering Auburn
and Bellevue as likely locations.
Considering this, it will be important to expand on the implementation guidelines above in
ways that were not necessary for the development of KCCCR. Specifically, this relates to the
development of selection criteria and means of preparation for interested cities. Although
these steps were completed preemptively through the Homelessness Task Force in
Redmond, going forward King Countywill need to invest in conducting these steps ourselves.
In addition, King County hopes to serve as consultants for cities outside of the county as they
develop their own community court systems. As the courts expand, quality will be centered
through regular workshops for CC team members on trauma informed service and
motivational interviewing. Furthermore, King County plans to have volunteers create and
facilitate brief orientation sessions for newly admitted participants to KCCCR.

In addition to expanded

access

to community courts, King County aims to expand the

population that can be served. In Burien state cases are not served by our court, limiting our
ability to provide equitable access to justice. With additional funding, King County
Community Courts aim to expand to different jurisdictions in 2020. Similarly, we aim to
expand inclusion criteria to low level assault and civil matters.
Community-led justice is inherently interdisciplinary as it addresses the multiplicity of ways
in which our built and social environment influence criminal behavior. King County is taking
steps to ensure that our courts reflect this complexity by actively pursuing collaboration with
related sectors such as the Law Enforcement Assisted Diversion program in Burien.
At the root of the problems surrounding our criminal justice system is the disparate impact
on, and lack of representation of, black and brown people. We see this narrative continued
within our court model as the majority of our staff continues to be white, while our
participants disproportionately represent minority populations. Community-led justice
aims to create an environment of accountability to the community, by the community. This

leads us to center our future endeavors around developing leadership in court staff that
better represent the defendants they are working for.
Courts around the country are building on traditional Native American approaches to justice.

In New York City, the Center for Court Innovation has launched two such "peacemaking"
programs with the goal of creating enduring and meaningful responses to neighborhood
conflict.z1 Trained peacemakers from the community form harm circles and create space for
those affected by dispute to have conversation about restitution and repair. King County is
open to beginning dialogue concerning how programs such as this can be integrated into
future and existing courts.
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Appendix D
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Appendix E
Community Service Log Sheet
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